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Morgan-ClemeSemester-lon-g
AARON RUPERT.

,

the application, "that the church can
be an institution mat is accountable
to me moral and ethical codes mat
individual fhrigtinnf strive to live
by.
"I have been called to minister in
diverse communities of faith," said
's
application for
theposition, highlighting a skill that
many of the Wooster community
deem to be most important. "My
faimjourney.'sheconnnues laterin
the application, "has been informed
by my experience ofbeing adopted,
and an Asian female raised by Caucasian parents. From this perspective, I have an image of us all being
adopted children of God;"
The application also tries to emphasize Rev. Morgan-Clemenleadership ability. T believe that an
organization is strong only when k
reflects the values and vision of me
people it serves.". She continues to
state that, "flexibility, active listen-tfi-j- tti

ft""

selection

' r"""'tti'v pnbprtof thead- ministration. The final vote was
v

taken on the Thursday before Win- -.
tor Break.
.
has been
Rev. Morgan-Clemeworking within the Presbyterian
Church since 1933, and has expert- nt

Missing bottles
arouse suspicion
and annoyance
HILARY TEYNOR

Morgan-Clement-

nt

a

Friday, January 19, 1996

to be Campus Minister Alcohol
search process concludes; Minister to assume role in July
Abuse?

.

gioos representatives,

AMERICA'S OLDEST WEEKLY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

nt

The college announced this week
that the vacant position of Campos
Minister win be filled next year by
Linda J. Morgan-Clemen-t.
The selection was announced yesterday,
but was made well before Winter
Break, after a semester long search
process. Morgan-Clemewill as- -;
some her duties on July first.
JXbc. selection process had been
: progressing throughout the first sc-- mester. Members of the committee
began to read applications in Sep-- tpmbrrt
tprncffTf
with the three candidates for the
position visiting in...December.
The
. .
--

.

r Voice

Several women on the third floor

of Douglass Hall returned from winter break to find considerable
amounts of alcohol missing from

the refrigerators in their rooms.
Meredith Graham, resident assistant for uw third floor, said that As
far as I know there were three incidences on the third floor. All of the
women were of age. The Residential Director suggested that they call
security and go file reports." Graham noted that the students took this
courseof action, and an officercame
Ll! to the dorm and filled out reports
NEWSSERVICES with the students. "There was no
sign of forced entiy "Graham added.
infinfnnflfii articn ; Newly selected campus minister Rev. Morgan-Cleme- nt
One of the victims of this crime
itirw of vision and mission, prayer
her reaction to coming
described
committee.
questions
sincerely."
persons
answering
and worship, respect for
student on the selection
"I found that her general attitude back and discovering that her alco-r-hand creative interdependence are Sanderson also cited that, sbehada
was absent from the lefrigera- -.
elements of my leadership style." ;"very mange way of answering ques--' would work well m the college en- -.
- '"She has the gumption to get
tkxrxrt she was not detached. She vircmmentj said Linos Barba tor. T came back and I noticed that
my refrigerator was wide open and
onne,w
tfiiftg
said atndent Serao v was not just telling us what we
: please see MINISTER, page 2
empty. It had contained seven potties
Sanderson 98, who was me only wxtod to f&wya but socmod so bo
of beer, some vodka, some wine,
and some stuff I had brought back
fromMexkxxIdidn'tknowifitwas
sorjieldnd of new policy." AccordChristensen and Reinhart also ing to tiw Scot's Key, students age
dents about the search process, and
ing mainly to faculty references.
Tbe entire cornminee has met with about what students wanted in their stated that they have gotten a lot of 21 or oldef are allowed to possess
ftg fMtiiff Though not stating . college President. They hope to do support from other members of the' and consume alcohol in private
so again m the near future, possibly ' cornminee, especially the
rooms. The student also said, "My
meetings have not been held at m the next two weeks. Both repre- . piis members. "It goes beyondbeing door was locked, and I left on the
sentatives were disappointed in me receptrvesaidReinhart when talkWooster,as"Uwouldbealogistical
last day that the dorms were opened.
low turnout of the last forum, but ing of other committee members,
This seems to indicate that it was an
The committee members did not also noted the importance of the "in terms of making sure that we are employee of the college. Security
being included, but making sure we didn't turn on tbe motion detectors
say if and when possible candidates ideas f flprHTfd by tfwoe Htt"""
speak up."
wouldbe brought to campus to meet "Security on campus and technolin the dorm until the custodial staff
"I would say that the
witit students and faculty. Terson-all- y, ogy," were concerns that Reinhart
was through." Wooster dorms are
members have been very demand- routinely checked for plugged-i- n
brought from the meeting.
I would like to bring
The ideas given by students at the ing of Andi and me," said electrical appliances before breaks
dates to campus," said Christensen,
Christensen. "They expect us to do by custodians, which gives the per"but we can't say with any definite forum have also affected the quesmings.tbey are not inter- son who is checking the room full
certain
tions asked by the representatives.
word that we will."
us being passive observers.
in
ested
an
security
seems
issue
be
to
"Since
"There is a very good chance that
access to all of the student's posseswe have an active sions. It's creepy," said the victim,
demand
They
Christensen,
campus,"
said
this
on
speak),"
(to
there will be candidates
.
we want to role, and when they see when.we're "Someone else had a coffee can
that's something-tha- i
said Reinnart, "possiNy.even.be
'
taDcabomwimstudentsmreference not, they tell us."
taken, but other people had food and
fixe spring break."
members
stated it didn't get taken."
committee
The
Christensen and Reinhart also calls. So,when I call up a student, I .
hope to speak again with students. want to ask questions to find out if that they hope to have a final seleOnNovember 14uChristensen and the candidateis responsive to issues cts by the Trustees April meeting,
please see ALCOHOL, page 3
but have no promises.
Reinhart spoke with concerned stu
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as workmg in Church adininima
tion in Syracuse, NY since 1993. ;
- Rev.Mcfgan-Oement'ssTpIic-

ar

don far the position stales many of
liernioral beliefs. "I believe," states
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Fresidental Search Nears Final Stages
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The Presidential Search goes on,
as thf ppimnltfww hn frfgrpHfl fntw- view and check the references of
possible candidates. While student
representatives Jamie Christensen
96 and And! Rdnhaxt 96 would
not say how many candidates are on
the commiuee's short list, it seems
that the number of candidates could
be in single digits, and the process
may be starting into its final stages.
"I am happy with where we are."
think we are
said Chriaenscn.
exactly where we want to be."
"We're talking periodically with
candidates," said Ouisterisen. "and
doing reference calls ott thosercan-didates- ."
The student members are
tMfnTy faTVfaj m if intent whohtw
worked wia the candidatra. while

.-....v.v.v-

AARON RUPERT '

Viewpoints

m
Basketball
suffers loss and
hardship

...,..

Sprint fiasco revisited,
again; college diversity
questioned
.

f?---

.
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News Briefs
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INTERNATIONAL-
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tea

Rassae Adarfainj that ey have failed to rescue scares of hostages
the Russian army wimdrew its soldiers treat me
Chechen f-r- m

EtTfrrTlrrf1ftrfg
sian President Bods Yeltsin evidently decided after two days of fierce bat

Sprint Credits Students SGA
.

AARON

cutest

.

ing to talk wfch representatives of
Sprint has decided to refund 126 the College and Sprint The
mat we are not suing are exagfatDegroand assault, to ttsattto sbeer force.
students
ItettOOEn&darixtg the first nra&s gerated." sated Wachs. The Colp,
France: The Prendi gtmiumtnt, ia discussion with NATO military
of the semester. Throughout Aa-gu-st lege had told asprevioasry that they
wfHrny to jfiacmi the role in mriq imrtrnt star
frij
would ghre as material that we re--.
and September, Sprint was
by computer error, which al- - ; cuestod that is important to so oatof
deterrent could play as part of a sragthened European pillar wi&in the
aTfianftti,
towed some students togoover their ' coart settlement, and as a result we
limits According to William ; had decided not to sue at the present
t :
j.'-"Outer Space: Asuunouxrs ia California announced Thursday that they SnrAfy,Va Premiers far FlTWtre time.
"Since mat time however, conhave dUumied two new planets orbiting starts in the constellations of and Business, Sprint has crediied'
Virgo and Ursa Major. The scientists say that the eaupuatuu of the over $9000 to students. - '
tinued Wachs. The College has not
planets appear to be warm enough for water to exist ia liquid form, a
liartnd those docianrtfi over to us,
Saoddy also stated that the Colcondition ccadfecfvetofcrnmig life
lege laiiiafcrtadiyiin inn with Sprint and we are forced to leoonsider leand dim to see against the flare of their parent fiars, but their gravitational
to fix these errors in September, but gal action. Needless to say" said
pujcace has been fsrahfiihcd.
it hss takes some time to gain the Wachs, "I considered this to be an
crediting, act of very bad fault oa the part
needed approval for-th-e
NATIONAL
College." Anew deadline foraa
which could not be bone at the local
Washington: The Republican leaders of Congress today called off budget level. The former computer prob--WOwatOaOOtfftSCtdCOBCSvlaaBwK bGCO 8CQav
talks and staled that they would not resame antS President Clinton pro
could have been in the record- and even though Wachs did not state
dnced another proposal that moved ia their dlrectk& White House press ing circuits or the processing
when the deadline was, he staled
secretary staled that the President believes he has been flexible and that (be
Saoddy cannot say for that it was "learning up shortly."
but
-Republicans were cjcaattmytheg demandsrlfi
teachedrTaalirSncadyTiaBa Ithatr"irstn WacfaralXTbeheves. from romorsr
the Government could shot dowa again on January 26th.
dents have concerns they should thatthe College may be taking steps
to address Ids concerns.
New York: Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman was sentenced to life in prison for
la other Sprimmannrs. Benjamin
piecing a aeries of bombings and aauninar inns that proeecators said was
intended to force me United States to end its support for the governments
were sentenced for
of Israel and Egypt. Rahman's nine
terms ranging from 23 years to life.
RSS-
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New York: PhD Donahne is retiring.
compiled by AARON RUPEST with the help of the Afar York Times

Minister

(the students') rdigkm and ethical
awareness and inviting their personal involvement and commitstaff,
ment." to work wia the R-continued from page 1
to coornnate a committee of varied
Mathematics Center Coordinator, religious faiths, to see to the needs
professor ofMarhrm at ir il Sciences, of students whose religious needs
and member of the selection
are not taken care of by a specific
Barbs also stated that, "she group on campus, to i tprcjtat the
has a lot of energy to bring to the College ia dealing with the Presbyposition."
terian church, and to manage aa
Sanderson also aoted fhat "her administrative intern. The Campus
energy level and motivation,'' was a Minuter is also to be the Parish
very appealing Bait.
AssocavB oc wesnnmsser caurca,
"I am satisfied with the nominaand the minister's duties there will
tion." said Brian Friedman 97. be specified by the pastor of
President ofHZkL who met with all Westminster Church.
three Campus Minister candidates
The Campus Minister is an enwith other representatives of the
dowed through a one million doCar
council. "She had a genuine grant from the Henry Lace foundainterest in working with Hind and tion. According to a college news
learning more al mi Jisliiwn "
release. i ne giftjeeograTfa ihecou- The Cannula Minrtier has seven
specific dories, as kid out ia the Henry Concland to me religions diofficial ccAegc
to mensions of campusfe and- - tothe'
"piuvidc paiaxal ecu marling" to
College's tradition of service."
to "sponsor campus acthnV
compiled wi&The hdp ofNews
wah the goals of iacreasmg
Services
A.

com-mitx- ee.

ia-terfa-

jco-descriptio-

tth
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The Shack Co&Xbirj &
The Shack Mug Club
AVAn.ABIr
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262-966-
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BENJAMIN WACHS

public." whea, ia fact, aQ council
meetings are open. Wyche agreed,
and hoped that the Voice would

.

Despite prevalent rumors from aa
nnifKywa source fhst thrre would be
ao Campus Cormcil meeting this

Cooocils fntffTfatt Id ottk
ing itself available to the smdent
body in its weekly report, and
iDcotioD

week. Council convened and
g
issues.
several
Attendance was fight, with only two
of Council's four faculty members,
and one of Councils administrative
dis-cass-ed

Durham and Morse expressed support for these comments, also
a Council meeting in Lowry
Center, though Morse said "I don't
representatives (Kim Rodger. know if yooll get a large crowd,
Ferguson) arriving, in addition to with student apathy and aJL"
the more numerous students.
It was therefore decided that the
pert Cfffyl T?fiiiTtH fft fifffl
After general sfmouncements,
ia Lowry 1 19 at the usual time (1 1
Dinltamrhat she and IGC represenaja. oa Tuesday). Snyder expressed
tative Jim Morse were going to try hope mat this would not only
attudciiC body pjrtaa?iwtioo
and organize a campus DAT (Disaster Aid Team) fat cooperation with mCouixdL bat tbathwould serve to
the Red Cross, it was nWrmined mffignte some t'jiik.iau of Councfl.
that no standing cmnipMf s had re- "A lot of peopm criticize Council."
ports to give. Charter Committee, sfaesaid."butIdon'taeeanyofthem
fat fact, had not had ia regular meet-art- y
iZils vodc bot ooousiooo cluuf
Djsrmeq.Wyche fejL?omldejjrhai aOreek life. Committee report, but
"We will hit the ground running he moved that Council be pot into
next week." .
.executive afnion. and therefore
The aext order of business adr-- cleared of reporters and
eased was the seed for nxreinfor-matio- n
before he gave k. Wyche
sbout Council to be avail- ' swfflvjfd. and they
f iTiion
able to me siislrni body. Council was declared.
Chair Renee Snyder expressed conAfter the session, it was brought
cern that students were intimidated toGoundrsattention tfattJbe Allea,
by Council, and snggested" both a
general meeting in. Lowry Center ludtoresign bis position becaose he
and more publicity foriegnWtneeV, : waspledging. A replacementrepre-seaouiv- e
ings. These suggestion were met"
will be selected at a later
with general support from other ASM.
. .
-Council members. Wooster Vohm-tettnii point Synder announced
Network, ftpif1'aftTttttvf JEfctfi nWAesident Hales had conactecr
.rj
Ceorgi ssjd"fflanYtU(XTio Think;
Coundf mnrrmgi are ctosco aa mo
pTeasesee COUNCIL, page T
wide-rangm-

en-dorsi- ng

engea-dCaTflBo-
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Vice-Presid-ent
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"Wewsrttoremink(thead-hocs-
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Council convenes despite prevalent
rumors to the contrary

anon-CreekitpiT.wjiiarrvetoG-

In

meeting, cabinet members stated
their hopes for the corning year.
"Think of one or two things you
really want to do," said SOA President Emily Durham at me meeting,
encouraging SOA members to be
more active ia committees. This
comment is pointed at the Ad-hcommittees, many of which have
been lagging thronghout the fhst
semester.
"We have to consolidate oar efforts," said
for Student Affairs Cameron Flint. He
stated that per imps SOA will "cut
.(int ad-hcommittees) dowa to two
or three," suggesting a possible
manling of the emtau seven ad--

members are reflecting on last

"lii?

THE SHACK

SOA began oa a cmiet note this
asaester , with aa informal taeeting
mme SOAcfSce, complete wim ice
cream. While it was aa informal

Publicity and Appointments

in-dndmgmbySGApnxid-

nts

AABOCUPOT

make sure that they are feasible,"
said Durham.

eatErnfly

co-attenda-

Re-evalua-tes

.

rds,

co

Atthemid-yearrx)mt,SOAcab-

met

hsdaibIlsenate."saidDanbam,whea
mViming SOA's successes. "That's
something that SOA hasn't been able
to art i snpfih in a couple
She msiimrd by stating that."Wc
bad people from a number of people
from different groups, representing
many facets of the campus commu-nity.-"
Durham also noted that many
procedural maaen have been cleared
away, that the standing committees,
especially the Security committee,
has been doing well.and that SOA it
getting involved ia school spint
"School spirit has beea a major part
of this year and Tm really excited
that we ve done somnch to improve
it," said Durham. The SOA ahead?
has plans for thissemester. During
the SOAmeeting. FluaandDurharo
stated thst they are going to be asking the Trustees to increase the
amount of funds given to campus
OCSDIZattiOOS

HfHf StaalOd tfaatt

aa IS

going to be a highly organized effort, with an emphasis on hard itemized data on what campus organiza-two- s
want .tucfcnt aganizatiom
bave'aQ kmds of wonderful ideas,
said Durham, "but SOA can't support them aQ." .
SOA win have a busy couple of
weeks, as funding is about to begin.
RiolingappljcaoobVared
ia the SOA office oa January 22nd.
The SOA funding meeting win be
on January 31 sL
. SGA abb has'i number of open
seats. There is a sophomore and
senior seat open. The Pari ia men
is currently gathering
tar-ian.IdnS-

eitz.

I
so ejnuj uurmam jor ner
mam
.

-

-
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Clergy Academy Returns

Great
Decisions
Lecture
Series Begins

Professor Choo helps organize religious lepture series
NEWS SERVICES

p.

"Election 96 and the Church:
Religion, Ethics and the Political
Agenda" will be die theme of the
30th Clergy Academy ofReligkn at
The College of Wooster. The academy begins on Tuesday. Jan. 16,
and continues through Feb. 20.
"There are numerous accounts of
increased religious activities and
religions fervor among various
groups at the end or at the beginning
of each millennium," said
Choo, academic dean of the Clergy
Academy. "Since the year 2000 is
only four years away, we are
Ah-Se-

new ways of look-

y.

photo by MARINA NOLAN

Rev. BUI

of political or religions persuasion."
The academy, which is open to
clergy and laity of all denominations, will meet on Tuesdays from
1:13 to 3:30 pjn. in Wishart Hall's
Lean Lecture Room. Wishart Hall is
located on the southeast corner of
University and Bcver streets.
The schedule for thij year's five-pert aeries is as follows:
Jan. 1& To Heal the Soul of a
Nation: Discerning the Principalities and Powers in the Work of Social Transformation," the Rev. Bin
faculty member
attbeWhitaker School of Theology
in Detroit and the author oiAKeeper
Wylie-Kelknnar-rn,

Dining

Room
Outside
Patio
Double

addresses the Academy audience

Wylie-KeDcnna-nn

Word: Selected Writings of
William Stringfellow and Seasons

of the

of Faith and Conscience: Kairos,

Confession and Community
Jan. 30: "Election 9& Kairos in

America,"

ofan American agenda regardless

Brooks
Thistlehwaite, professor of theology at the Chicago Theological
Seminary and the author of Sex,
Susan

of

African-Americ-

an

"ffresh

Rev.MarvmMcMkleoftheAntioch
Baptist Church in Cleveland
Feb. 20: "Prophetic Spirituality
and a New Politic," Tun Wallis, activist, writer, speaker, founding editor of Sojourners Magazine and author of The Soul of Politics: Beyond
TteligkwsRigrtt" and "Secular Left"
In addition, Wallis will deliver a
second lecture. "Election 9& Reli-

v S

gourmet ffast

GOURMET; BURGERSJ

niinn?:

!

"Home b
the Bigge
Better
Burger"

t.

'

the VS. policy towards Africa is
based on what it can contribute to
die VS. rather that what Africa
needs. There were two questions
posed in the lecture, the first being:
does die VS. have significant interest in Africa? The answer to that
question, according to Ndegwa, is
yes, because of trade, security issues and the possibility to promote

GET If
I
FREE

Another student, Jennifer Buckley

'99, said "Dr. Ndegwa showed deep
pride in his country, and his pain
rooted in its hardship was obvious.
Ndegwa discussed a wide variety of
issues and explored ways to face
these concerns. He gave an honest
straightforward account of U.S. -African relations."
But not all students had rave reviews for the Wooster grad;
Kathryne Hall '99 said "I thought
that be knew his stuff but he was a
very boring public speaker and be
contradicted himself."
There will be many more debates
held as part of the Great Decisions
Series. On the 23rd, Susan
Eisenhower of The Center for Post
Soviet Studies will speak on the
topic "Russia in Transition." January 30th will feature CNN anchor
Judy Woodruff speaking on "Cam-Dai1996." The series continues
with topics such as
Febuary,
into
scans resources, border issues, and
cn

inteQegeno&reform.

f-- 1

--

OIlCKENSANDWICIl
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Con-feren-ce

OTHER GREAT FEATURES AT BACK YARD BURGERS
Always 9 Items At 98 Cents!
Nine Great Combos To Save You More Money!
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade!
Hand Dipped, Real Milk ShaltI
Jumbo Your Combo Only 30 More
For A Large Fry And A Large Drink I

-

Clergy as Ad-

vocates for Voting Rights, Agents in
Voting Education and Active Candidates in Elected Public Office," the

Decisions series, a yearly lecture
series dealing with international relations.
Ndegwa, originally from Kenya,
recently became a VS. citizen and
citizen he should
feels thatas a
pay attention to what the government is doing in all areas, including
foreign policy. Ndegwa feels that

Race and God: Christian Feminism
in Black and White and Metaphors
for the Contemporary Church
democracy.TheU.S.gets20ofits
Feb. 6: "A Look at the World
oil from Africa. The second aues-tio- n
Throuzh Women's Eves: A Chalthat was posed was: wbowithin
gion, Ethics and the Political the VS. defines its national interlenge to Politics and a Call to ReliAgenda," at 7:30 pjn. on Tuesday, ests? It is has been evident that the
gions from the Fourth World
on Women," the Rev. Mary Feb. 20. The free, public event also U.S.. Great Britain, and Germany
Susan Cast, executive director of will be held in Lean Lecture Room. are shifting their aid to more promFees for the entire Clergy Acadthe United Church of Christ's Coorising markets such as the former
dinating Center for Women in emy series are $50 per person or $60 U.&S.R, but the question is are these
Church and Society, which is lo- per couple. The fee for individual
areas more promising? Japan does
sessions is $1 1 per person or $13 per not think so, because they are incated in Cleveland
couple.
Feb. 13: "Election '96: The Roles
creasing their aid to Africa.
When asked what she thought of
Ndegwa's speech Sarah Weimann
'99 said "I thought it was insightful
and informative, and I thought be
explained Africa's financial status
in clear and precise terms."

Drive-Thr-u

BUY 1

:

i

v..

continued from page

Stephen Ndegwa, a professor at
the College of William and Mary as
well as a Wooster grad, spoke to
students and community members
about Africa and the role that the
VS. should play in its development.
The lecture was the first in die Great

ing

ing at political leaorsnip, religious
life and commitments, and the obligations of responsible citizens in
effecting change. Members of oar
faith communities have an obligation
to contribute to the progress of sod-etAs such, they have a fundamental

Alcohol
Missing

MEGHAN FLAHERTY

ng

inter-estedmelor-

Page 3

1

Another woman on the hall discussed her surprise when she found
her refrigerator empty after leaving
three unopened bottles of alcohol in
it before break. "Being over 21, 1
understood that these things were
legal in my room." She also remarked that "some other people on
the hall claimed that their coffee
maker had been used ovfcr the break.
Others found that their closets had

been rummaged through." This
woman also alluded to similar incidents taking place in other dorms.
According to these victims, secu
rity told them that if they findoutwho
did it, they wffl be fired. All of these
cases are still under investigation.

Council
continued from page 2

her last week and asked ber to nominate some Council members to participate in an ad hoc committee to
discuss students' concerns "about
Social Security Numbers, and about
student privacy issues such as addresses." Snvder recommended
Emily Durham and Donnell Wyche
to Council because the two of them
had been looking into this issue previously. Heidi Georgi then expressed interest in being nominated
as well, and Snyder approved.
Durham then suggested that her position and time commitments might
make her own participation in the
committee difficult, and suggested
that if she could not, SGA
for Academic Affairs and
Council representative Cameron
Flint (absent from this meeting)
would make an appropriate choice.
Durham, Wyche, and Georgi were
then approved by Council, with Flint
nominated as an alternate. When
asked after the meeting, S nyder said
that President Hales had not told her
who else would be on the ad hoc
committee, or when it would meet
As the last order of business,
Vice-Preside-

nt

Wyche updated council on the possibility of putting the Council minutes on the World Wide Web. He
discussed having a student work with
Council's secretary to put them up.
"I think we should have a stronger
presence on the Web," Wyche said.
While no one disagreed with die
sentiment, there was some discussion of how such a presence should
be implemented and who should be
in charge. These issues were left
unresolved for trie time being. Coun-

cil was adjourned, with a leminder
that they will not be meeting next
week in order to attend the Mania
Luther King. Jr.. event on campus,
and that their next meeting, two
weeks away, win be in Lowry 119.

OOSTER INSIGHT
Trust us: we won't manipulate the process
"

t

Wooster now stands at crossroads. We are in many ways the qtrintrs-senu- al
liberal am acbooL SaH. there is ooetimeai sense that Wooater. the
hrimriri, U fighting an ideological battle to determine its future. This
became particularly dear in our last search for a president Wooster
decided that it was willing to hire a woman, but not a (alleged) lesbian. The
of the possibility sent ns back to the drawing board.
rnrr frr.pi
Now we are again closing on the finish line in oar search for a president.
And what have we learned? We have learned that student, alumnus, and
faculty will not stand for secrecy. This time, certainly, our cornminee will
be open with us.
Or will it? We now have reason to believe that the earlier debacle may
have created fear, and not a desire for openness, within the committee. The
Voice, as we expect all students do, hopes that the cornminee will be open
and brave enough to continue a dialogue Win stadentt accept a president
who they have never seen? Whose qualifications they have never read?
The answer should be simple. As long as we require applications and
encourage campus interview for students, we should expect them of our
president.

W

'

y"

Council needs publicity and community
Students who have been attending Campus Council meetings recently
could tf n yew tqt many fetmea of campus wide importance are diynurd
there. It is unlikely you will find one of these snxWfft. however, because
for all that Cfflt"o'i discusses important issues and is open to student
involvemect, virtually no unaffiliated students have chosen to be involved.
Let us correct a few possible nuscooceptions: 1) Campus Council
The only time
inceimgs,bch regular and CCTnminre,arecc
they re not is when Council goes into as executive session. When they kick
you out of the room. We hate that. 2) Council meetings, while not well
publkized, are regular. They occur each Tuesday at 11 AM m the Coolidge
Seminar Room in Kauke. 3) Council is informal, and nonmembers can
certainly join in the conversation.
It should be noted that Council has had its share of proMenu this year, and
that we here at the Voice do not approve of everything Council has done. It
is reasonable to ask. however, bow Council can acknowledge campus
cecum unity input if, by and large, the campus community doesn't come. If
members of the community have complaints about the chartering process,
questions about College funds, or College policy concerns, they should
bring them to Council. Council will be attempting to bold more accessible
meetings and advertise more. The Campus community, in its own best
interest, should reward these efforts.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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eryone,
of any

income bracket, and would eliminate most of the treasured deductions now offered. However, the
plan pyhyVf some standard deductions which would allow families
with the right income composition
and number of dependents to pay no
taxes at alL The current system has
five brackets and generates significantly more income for our
gOTcrnrnent than the new
system which would eliminate the
incentive to buy government bonds,
further reducing the government's
income.
This is true unless (you knew there
bad to be an unless) the US Treasury
assessment of the need for a 21
rate is correct. Okay, quick, compute your income tax bracket and
find out how much more money
you'll have to kick around under the
new plan. Let's sec, anyone earning
less than $39,000 dollars a year cur

Ifi

rk

People who shouting ME1 Mel Reduce my
rently pays only
make minimum wage receive an allowance! Spend less money in my
earned income tax credit which state! We don't need a new football
would be eliminated under the new stadium, we'd rather have clean
So, of
system, meaning that people earn- water and scholarships!
will
course,
cut
Government
the
as
same
pay
the
ing $4.25 an hour
everyone else which would leave funding to piogiams which snppos-edl- y
don't give anything back (like
them with, hmm assuming they
get paid holidays and paid sick leave WIC. which provides nutritious
(which of course is why minimum food, prenatal care, and a small subwage jobs are so desirable) more sidy to pregnant women in an atthan $1500 less under the 17 plan tempt the decrease the incidence of
or $1856.40 less at the 21 rate. premature, unhealthy, and naked
The negative numbers get more dig- children) and fund things which will
its as you approach what is currently supposedly bring in revenue (like
the ceiling of the lowest income football stadiums, which seem to be
as much victims of the bigger and
bracket.
Speaking as someone who pays better phenomenon as are personal
bills, I feel compelled to point out computers). This will be done based
that less money is never better un- on the assumption that private indiless you're being taxed on it or ap- viduals will leap forward to fill the
plying for scholastic aid under the gap left by cuts through donations.
current system. Anyone who's ever This plan is also supposed to help
tried to pay a bill without enough the economy by encouraging people
money to cover it will tell you that to invest the money they don't send
the bank sends you back your check to the government in (now tax free!)
interest bearing accounts and stock
(charging you money for the privi-legand the person who expected it options, unless their income is in the
to be honored tends to become quite bottom bracket, in which case they 're
irate. So, of course, some of the too busy trying to figure out how to
government's bills win have to be pay the bills to invest. Which brings
reduced. Everyone m Congress and us back to the question of bow the
the White House agrees quite heart-fl- y
see FLAT. TAX on page 5
that bills must get smaller. Of
course, nobody has leapt forward

The Government has a new plan
(called the Flat Tax) which is supposed so improve the government's
fnyyial pmarirw and the economy
by virtue of having the American
people as a group pay less money
into the government's coffers. This
plan would impose a flat rate of 17
on ev- -

Meghan Gray
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t mcung IrueDiversiafe College

that seem different. Sometimes, this is impos v J
sible. Unfortunately, there will always be
groups at Wooster that are closed. The beat
we can do is be willing to talk, live, and
interact with other students. In time, most
'peppj overcome misperceptions. The only

JPooster

One of the goals that the Voice has set for tien&ie flag, to my own Zairian flag! In addi-tio- n differew roommate;
itself thij semester is a commitnefiuo
to the physical symbols, our ideologies, . ..Besides our own personal biases, .we have,
ining diversity at Wooster..; For most of us, thoughts and beliefs were, and are. vastly also witnessed, biases and faults within our
Oing to a liberal different Our discussions ran the gamut from mstitution. Numbers and figures that students
Seitz arts institution comparative - religion 1 (Judaism and receive soomimes seem skewed,
life at
means that we Presbyterianism) to political ideology,, " to COW and Un required leader's diversity
aren't pursuing strictly professional degrees, whose classes were tougher. As long as stu- training seminar still strike me as running
but rather are looking for a diversity in oar dents have roommates,' there will be forced . contrary to the. spirit of. a liberal arts educacourse load and life that other schools might discussion about how to coexist in a world tion. Diversity through coercion usually breeds
r:
not provide. And the truth is Wooster has with others..
3-contempt, not respect. Similarly, token diver-sk- y,
rarely disappointed me. StilL I believe that
Not entirely surprisinglymy diversity eduor inflated claims harm a true attempt to
there is a long way toga Most of the students cation continues in our academic environ- diversify and educate a campus.
I know, like I, are sometimes disappointed ment. Some classes were less socially foSo what can week) to make Wooster better?
with our administration, our policy, or even cused (Le. Astronomy, not that Fm bitter The most obvious answer is simple: be inother students, I believe that the separation, about our mathscience requirement hon- volved,
go further: be overinvolved. At
ignorance and lack of communteuion jhat . est) andsome more (Le. French hey it's 22j000$.a.year, you might as well get your
exists on this campus are due to two things! Frenchrif mat's not different society,: what money's worth. The sheer number of oppori
We, as students, are frequently unwilling to. is?). In truth, Wooster has worked to bring tunities that students here have to interact
go beyond our own sphere; fear has isolated academic diversity to Wooster. Through LS
with each other is amazing. Our failure to be
us from our fellow students. In addition, we
majors, interdisciplinary ma- involved now will only perpetuate the prob-lehave allowed external powers to interfere in jors, and the constant evolution of courses,
that exist on a larger scale in our society.
an attempt to bring true diversity to Wooster. Wooster has changed
Living in a 'microcosm of
To change Wooster, we must look within and
Seminar provided most of us with one
to control our environment that would
without to determine bow far we are willing to named theme thatwe focused on for a semester. not exist on a larger scale.
go to make our College and ourselves what we
But Wooster still has some big deficiencies.
This means we must be
It is up
have been taught they should be.
The tables are often segregated by more than to us to make our opinions known and ensure
In honesty , Woosterhas done a great deal to the
noticeable race. We con- that change occurs. If we express no voice,
make me more aware and understanding of tinue to be divided by class, by regional back- than are wrong to complain that the adminisdiversity. How specifically has Wooster ground, by religion. Our biases are often tration never listens to us. We must be conchanged my perceptions of issues like race, subtle, disguising themselves as
stant in demanding the equitable treatment of
self-pitgender, and class? Unconsciously, it began
fear, envy, or, more likely, all students. It is not enough to argue for
ihe first day. I was in a triple in Douglass. My apathy. Even at Wooster, it is very easy to be religion if we neglect race. And it is not
roommates were very different than what I separated. Would I know anything more enough to remember race and neglect maW
had expected. Our room took on a blend of about Judaism than when I arrived if I hadn't female relations.
representations of ourselves: from my theater been placed in the same room as a Jewish
Our goal should not be to break down all
major roommate's Mel Blanc poster ("the student? And I wonder if I would know more concepts of culture or ethnicity. Rather, it
artwork") to my poly-a- ci major roommate's about being Islamic, or black, had I gotten a. should be to gain some understanding ofpeople
--
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Seizing Our Legal Rights
I have a theme song for our administration:
it's called "The Sound of Silence." It was
sung by two guys, one of whom later perforated m Africa. Africa,for the benefit ofour
admissions office, is a large continent near the
Middle-Eas- t.

This theme song is appropriate for the adit is doing
something right,

ministration because, even when

Benjamin Wachs

J"?"

who listen for the news from Galpin win hear
only a giant stillness, occasionally broken by
the sound of Stan Gualt donating something.
This is a pity because good deeds do sometimes emerge from Galpin, and students have
the same right to know when they are getting
their money's worth as they do when they are
contributing to Suzanne Woods' retirement
Am1 T kM Ka kaa m nint Tamiaf
There is, in fact, some good cews on the
phone front Thosestudentswhowerecharged
oyer $100 as a result of Sprite' errors have
received creditfbr alfthe'excess chargesille
gaily assigned to their bills This will allow
some students to make up to $400 dollars in
free phone calls; in fact, according to
of Finance William Snoddy, 126
students were issued a total of $9500 worth of
credit for phone calls they had been illegally
(my word) charged for at the beginning of die
year. Tne (Jouege nas tares a step to correct
one of the most unjust aspects of the entire
phone debacle.: Did it do so belatedly? Yes.
Vice-Presid- ent

rt
J!

..way that Wooster will truly change, is for every
student to be involved, to care about our College
and our fellow students. We lose a great oppor- tunify when we forget those around us.

Jonathan Seitz is the Viewpoints Editor of
... the Voice
.bfiOE?o

Flat Tax

f

from page 4

Government will pay its bills. For the average
private citizen, creative accounting usually
has concrete repercussions, such as poorcredit
ratings, IRS audits, and lawsuits from irate
companies who want nothing more than what
they are honestly owed. I suggest that state
and federal governments should have a credit
rating that affects their buying power. In that
case, when, they went to the bank to borrow,
say, $173 million dollars to build a football
stadium, the loan officer would have to say
"well, I see here that your income dropped by
$112 billion, dollars this year. --What exactly
do you propose to offer as security for this
loan?"
What this brilliant new tax plan basically
amounts to is that people in the lowest income
brackets would pay more taxes and people in
the highest income brackets would pay less or
nothing at alL while the government would
lose income to the new plan. I might point out
that the lowest tax bracket includes the great
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majority of Blacks, Hispanics, immigrants,
and single mothers. The highest income brackets tend to include people like Jack Kent
Cook, who wants to build a football stadium.
Meghan Gray is a production assistant
for the Voice

TV: Good News, Bad News, and Silence

Did it do so under pressure? In my opinion, phone bin in the mail on Monday. Aaron
yes. But these are side issues; the fact is that expected a $50 bill. He was mildly surprised,
the College has done what needed to be done, therefore, to open his bill and find out that be
and they did so without being forced to by the had made $2250 worth of calls in December.
Overlooking the fact that Aaron, like all
courts.
How did this come about? Well, singing students, should have been cut off at $100,
The Sound of Silence," most administrators this is the most intriguing billing statement I
made the details unavailable. But here's what have ever seen.
we have: acconiingtoVra-PresidemSnoddAll calls on die bill were made from Aaron's
the College initiated a discussion with Sprint room here at Wooster; however, most of die
about the overcharging of students after being calls were made between December 15 and
made aware of the prob- December 23, while we
were on break - an imlem. "We had asked The credit now given to
Sprint to do this in Sep-- students overbilled bv
pressive feat, since Aaron
home for break.
went
tember." said Snoddy. re-- Sprint
may be ua sign that Moreiiiterestingisthefact
faring to the credit, "and y
Z
court that, beginning with a call
they respoTKied to us in we can settle out
allegedly made on Decemlate Octoberor Decern- - and successfully resolve
ber.atKl said that students the difficulties that past
ber 15th, all remaining
calls were made TO HIS
woaiLZ?
WVJ have caused.
ACTUAL HOME, meancember bill, which they mistakes
ing that according to
January."
in
received
Snoddy was uncertain as to why the delay in ; Sprint, Aaron was coming back to Wooster,
giving the credit occurred, but says that as far; from bis home, in order to call his home. We
as be is aware, no more problems should don't know why he was doing this, but be was
occur. "If students have concerns, he said apparently enjoying the Hell out of it. because
each of these calls apparently lasted for 599
"they should tell us." .
Bearing in mind that this is the best news minutes and 54 seconds nearly 10 hours.
we've had about the phones in a while, Fve According to Sprint he made at least two of
stiHgotquitetheconceraforhim. Despite the these calls every day, for 8 days. You'd think
somebody at his house would have, noticed,
mTraovements.Sprmt'scompiuwaren'tquite
operating on a full switchboard. Here's an that the phone was being tied up at least 20
houTsad.especiaUyoa December 20, when
example:.
AtnderujiaroedAaronMoorereceivedhis
spent 30 hours calling home. He and

&

,

f

his parents must have a lot to talk about; I
with my mom.
While I have a vision of President Hales
sneaking in to Aaron's room over break and
prank calling his house for 20 hours every
day, I think a more likely explanation is that
Sprint has made another mistake. This
wouldn't be the first time: students who don't
know anyone in Venuzuala have been billed
for calls to Venezuala, along with more mundane locations in Ohio where they also don't
happen to know anyone.
Make no mistake, phone conditions are
S noddy's ofgetting better.
fice has been slowly correcting mistakes.
However, there is still much to be done: as
Aaron's case shows, the College and Sprint
still have a lot of work to do.' We must still be
vigilent, and prod the administration when
necessary. Contrary to some rumors, there is
still a lawsuit pending over the College's
illegal handling of student information. I'd
like to think that the credit now given to
students previously overbilled by Sprint is a
sign that we can settle out of court and successfully resolve the difficulties mat past mistakes have caused. I'd like to think so, I hope
so, and I'll be happy to give it a try if the
College wou&t just stop singing The Sound
of Silence" and TALK to us about solutions.
But, as the case of Aaron Moore's bill shows,
the time for vigilance has not passed.
Benjamin Wachs is Assistant Editor of the
Voice
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Feature
One Such "Squirrel -y" Math Major Gets His Voice
a kx of attention weren't even men-

MARINA NOLAN
Kok Kian Cob 96 win be replacing Todd Lewis 97 as editor in
chief of the Voice this semester.
Goh has been with the Voice for the
past four years and acted as the
paper's arefatant, editor last semester. He is also a Math major.
Some people might think it's a
little bit odd that a math major is
running the school newspaper. After all, don't math majors sqairrel
themselves away in Taylor? Goh,
however, thinks it's perfectly normal that be should be editor. He'
says, "Math is my major and the
editorial position is one of my pursuits. Actually, they are both just
pursuits of mine; only one of them
gets the title "Major."" Smart gny.
"In any case," he cominnr. "I find
this the incongruence somewhat
difQcaJt to explain because I don't
see & as a stretch at an."
Goh is very enthusiastic about the
coming seme iter. He has aa abundance of new ideas and lots of energy. I think this comes finom the
fret that Goh really wants to be rh
editor. Goh comments, Td had a
good taste of what it was an about
aodlCe&Ibadmyowakfcasofhow
it could ran when the opportunity
eye up, it iwmcd that I tVwVI bft
using it, since I wanted to and I
bewIcx)Qld."Asidefromfhe Voice.
Goh has done a lot of other writing,
and even had bis work published in
magaincs such as Interview, Puncture, tul Request
While the Voice may not have a
name like Interview, Goh says he's
proud of it. He likes the progress
that's been made so Car this year and
hopes k continues. He corrirnents.
Tm hoping the paper win become

a Bale more streamlined. We had a
lot of enthusiasm last semester but
ofthe first semester was spent find-in- g
out how we could best do things
together.'
AnotberresubcftheVofer'ssome-time- s
difficult first semester was the
development of "a more investigative sense." Goh says, "We've not
shied away finom any story, for better
tell it like we think
or Cor worse.
his. In many ways we have started
a new trend and I think mis is something Td like to continue."
Despite all the progress the paper,
has made, there are stifl some things

Je

photo by EXJC BAKKEN

deOrta

editor hi oa of ais

that Goh would lire to see happen.
He says,Tn terms of thenewspaper
itself. I'd Eke to see fa stretch the
hunts of whatane wtpaper can be
Very often when we were deciding
how-tstraighten things out we'd .
al
look to more established and
papers. I would Eke to see a
departure from the standard headline, text, photograph format. In
some ways, I like to think of it as
becoming a little more raagsiine-Ek- e.
We'd also like to rely more on
layout, niaking the paper more visually stimulating, paper which
would excite the students. And
being a college paper, we have a lot

Speaking of expectations, Goh
says being involved with the student paper doesn't always meet an
of Ida,. He wonders sornetimes if
students are even reading the paper.
He says, "It seems that people just
donl read. There's been a lot of
AAE stuff, several film reviews,
and some News and Viewpoints
pieces that were really wen written.
I always come cot disappointed at
the end of each week because favorite stories that I riava. edited the
night before that I swore would get

hausted that aU we could do was
swim, sleep,eat, and swim, To help
us survive this trip, we had a survival psych gift exchange. Assi-taCoach Mike Baas says that the
gifts usually have to do wist the
swimmer's personal try or a specific event, and adds: It's always

fun, but sonieiiines embai i suing."
By the end of the trip the night
time temperature had fallen to thirty
degrees. Debbie Kins; 96 says,
"Everybody there was running out
and buying fire wood and we were
like, "it's just thirty five degreesT
They were worried about the or

o

tradi-fJon-

of space to maneuver and we're not
bogged down by traditional expec- -

--

tioned." He says increasing readership is a definite goal this semester.
"What we're gunning for is that sort
of interplay between publication and
reader," comments Goh.
Goh says he would Eke it if students were more concerned about
things that happen on campus as
welL He cites an example from last
semester "We had a Publications
Committee meeting in Lowry Pit
where students were invited to come
and take part in a critique of the
Voice. This was a prime opportunity for students to give there opinions about anything, matters which
they feel strongly about or more
clearly a great way to take the Voice
to task if they had wanted to. It's
almost unheard of (or it should be)
that the general student population
would pass up an opportunity to
outwardly criticize the student paper. No one showed up."
This raises some questions in
Con's mind that he hopes to address
this semester. He wonders. "In the
same ways thM they don't respond
or take any concern about campus
matters, could it be possible that
they just donl read out of sheer
ind1fferenceTHooefnlrrnoL Goh
plan tr rir mny thttwa tfri mntf-ter to get students more involved in
the paper. He's considering having
a Speak Your Mind Column, asking
students how they feel about the
Voice.

Goh concludes. "Ultimately, I'd
like to make the reader feel as if
everything we're saying is of major
significance to him or her. I want
the students to feel as if the paper is
their concern because who else's
could it be. I think the paper should
feed off the students and vice versa."

The Swim Team
Hits the Beach
HOLLY BOCKBRADER

we. And since our team'practice always began at six AM. we were lucky
enough to see the sun rise every day.

Most people spent Winter break
relaxing reading a good book with After our workout we then had to walk
their feet up on the end table. Not a mile back to out hoteL
Between practices, members of
me. I went to Florida with the
Wooster swim team to train for the the team either slept, laid on the
upcoming season. We spent eight beach, or enjoyed games of ultimate
days in FL Lauderdale and four days frisbee. Free time never lasted long,
in Orlando. The only downfall to because there was always a two hour
this fun in the sun was the four hours practice at noon. Our afternoon acof daily training. Kristin Riker 97 tivities were similar to those of the
says that the trip to Florida is often morning, which means we basically
tried to kOl time with a minimum
".the hardest part of thier year."
Our Flcridavacation" started off expenditure of energy. This means
with a twenty hour bus ride. When that we watched a lot of television.
we finally reached sunny Ft. LauRiker says fa best-w- e
watched it aU:
derdale, k ended up being cloudy "daytime talk shows, bad movies,
andameasry fifty degrees. Luckily, soap operas."
Following our stay in Ft Lauderduring the middle of the week, it
finally warmed up. Many people dale, we headedfor Oriaodo. By this
enjoy watching the sun rise; so do time, we found ourselves so ex

nt

anges and covering imaQ their flowers." So the swim team didntfeel too
bad about leaving
sunny
Florida to head on home to Ohio.
Alihough this trip was very tiling,
so-can-

ed

andrerypldnrHitJKhorrteamto

bfcorncnmcfa closer. Pain is good, at
hrjngfa people spgether Eke that.

The
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Story: Bagels Come to Wooster

W-ho- le

of Woogel's. The store's other two

SARAH FENSXE

owners, relatives Cindy and Mike
OTJonnell, helped contribute capital.
The Hongs moved to a bagel-les- s
Wooster three years ago, and so
began their craving for good bagels
close at hand. .Cindy O'Donnell
explains. "We had lived over a ba-g-el
shopin college, and it was something we really missed when we
moved here. We're still open to
suggestions, we're just trying to figure out what's going on here ourselves.'' An English major in

Back home in Cleveland there
were bagel bakeries in every strip
man. Along with the little
shops,they sprang out of
nothing to permeate every nook and
czannyof thecity. They'reaflmuch
the same, in their pleasant,
The typical acned
high school sophomore serves op
good bagels with an impersonal
air and the atmosphere is usually
nil,
Such things cannot be said of
Woogels, the new bagel shop and
deli just opened in downtown
Wooster. The first thing you notice
about the place is that it has atmosphere. The shop does not remotely
resemble those in the rich noovean
suburbs of Cleveland or those that
yon might expect to find in cow
earthy brick walls.
muffin-and-coff- ee

anti-scpticbrightn- ess.

col-lege,Cindysexperiencem-

rurniing

a bagel shop goes no further than
eating bagels, pins a. lot of
waitressing. She now works at me

towns-Therea- re

1

tables and chairs. The counter
is filled by several men reading the
paper and consnming their morning
cop of coffee (today's special is
Irish Mint) and an"evcryriiing"ba-g- el
wimjabpeflocream cheese, the
mean item of choice Car Woogel's
part owner.David Hoag. Hoagand
his wife Tzacey originated the idea

and attends nursing
shop part-tim-e
school.
David Hoag. although surprised
to find himself owning Woogd's,
has clearly done his homework. He
worked closely with the owner of a
bagel shop in Akron for awhile to
leamtbeDusmess.andgottherecipe
bagels
d
for Woogel's
from la man in New Jersey who's
been baking bagels for twenty
fresh-bake-

The food manages to hold up to
this tTHEtV" rf rrIVwtt Qna

mg.

The menu is very moderately
priced, with a bagel and cream
cheese selling for SI 25 and the
soup of the day for SI.40. The
menu features the basics; deli sand-w-k
and theclassic kit and cream
cheese combo, but there are also
some surprises.
David Hoag says that some entrees originated because "we used
to make them as snacks at home."
One such example is the cinnamon
bagel toast ($.80), a crisply toasted
bagel smothered in cinnamon. It is
excellent Other entrees are, says
Cindy Hoag, "things we always
wished we'd find on the menu of
other bagel shops." It was Cindy's
vegetarianism that led to the cre-atof the Garden Club, a bagel
stacked wimonkxa,peppers,cukes,
sprouts, carrots, tomato,and cheese
($3.00).
Thereis alsoapizzabagd ($31)0).
bagel pretzels &43), a variety of
muffins ($1.00). and breakfast ba(MO BJT MUV. BAJUUBW
gel combinations ($3.75) that feaA heady proliferation of bagels at Wooster's new Woogles
ture egg, cheese, and bacon. The
menu is flexible; the workers at the
follow the customer's recounter
enthusiasthe kind of bagels you don't even bagels were given a very
if that involves car-"even
p
quests,
were;
thumbs-oand
as
well,
very
nice
tic
need to toast. They have a
crust, but the overall taste is satis- - described as having "a subtle taste.i rots and peanutbutter." Cindy Hoag
tactoriry chewy." The blueberry of blueberry, not too overwhelm- - exclaims
Though David Hoac is clearly
enjoying Woogels, his goal is to
expand "I'd like to have another
kn

i

Getting Your Foot in the Literary Door
ErdrOneio
e standing

RACHEL POPE
By now I think we're all used to
being called apathetic. My class
wascaQedapatheticas earlyas ninth
teacher degrade when my poli-sSUCK.
us:
acronym
for
vised an
UruversityCfcy
Some
for
This stood
Kids, aixl referred totte fact that no
one sold enough magazines in the
or participated in
t magazine drive
involving trigames
lunch tune
cycles. Now here I am, half a decade later and still the biggesj complaint about our generation is our
apathy. Professors, student leaders,
homeless dogs, the men and women
in Washington, our parents, our
grandparents; they're all asking
what's wrong with us. Why don't
we care?
Who knows? Maybe we're all
just a little scared, a generation of
tired people who just want to stop
aren't
losing. Even the first-yea-rs
eager to put their hearts on roe line.
Bhavana Mody 99 attests to this.
"Sometimes I avoid doing what I
fear." Ifher testimony isn't enough,
the lack of submissions to the first
year publication. Year One. is
ci

fur-thenmatlhstyeaisare-

ntready

to risk losing any heart's blood.
. According to Nancy Grace, bead
of the English department and the
faculty supervisor cf the magazine.
Year 0U"dneof tbefew" maga-xinaround mat is devoted strictly
s.
So while upperclass-to
es

first-year-

stadistancescowl- -

ing and thinking about wntmg an
editorial on class elitism, the first

yean haveagreatdiancetoget

then-wor- k

published. Being published in
Year One is also a great way to get
involved and be recognized in the
literary dimfwAw here at Wooster.
Rum Beny.Managing Editor of Tear
One and the Writing Center Intern,
- says that "just the prestige of getting
published nr an

TTZit

enough to con- vmcestnaentsto

submit

their

workforperasaL

Holly Kyle

now.

What should you submit? Although rnost entries so far havebeen
poetry.don'tfeel like that's all Year
One is interested in. Grace feels
that Year One should be Yepresen-tatiyethe kind of writing done at
Wooster." This means submit any-

thing you've thought about or felt
about: cartoons, essays, poetry,
prose or photo journalism. . Even
diary entries are
appropriate. This

political science teacher
always

saiaAfAim lo

BAD."
9
-- Hotly Kyle 98

98, one of the
writers featured in last year's magazine, agrees. Being accepted by the
committee left Kyle feeling very
proud. Kyle thinks the magazine is
a great idea. She says. "It gives first
years confidence that they can be
published." And the more confidence one ha the better, because it
negates apathy. As my ninth grade
political science teacher always said
APATHY IS BAD.
Berry adds that publishing with
Year One is "a really good way of
getting your foot in the door. The
earheryou start submitting. the more
likely yon are torn the future.' So
why let dreams waitfor the future?
Why let creativity unfold only when
you think you have time? Submit

is after all. a
magazine especially designed to

let the campus
know what's on
first

years'

minds. Besides
writing. Year One is also interested
in photographs, drawings, and other
art work. In past years they've
printed pastels and oils. In general.
Berry hopes the magazines will be

"very creative."
Originally known as "Freshman
File" atitle that Gracejokingly dubs
as the worst name for a publication
ever, the magazine was begun in the
by writing center diAllen to promote
Micheal
rector.
first year writing. After all, writing
is a large part of me Wooster campus. Ask any senior snug amidst the
snow whttednftof their LS. They'll
tefl you how important writing is at
Wooster. JoniCossaboom 96says.
"U'simportattutayouhaveastrong
mid-eighti-

es

writing background so you can get
your tnesu ana toeas au out on pahave probper." Most
ably already realized what abig part
writing plays here at Wooster. In
my first year seminar class we had
to write an essay every week.
A large portion oiYear One usu--'
ally comes from work done in seminar classes. Although Berry hopes
the magazine will be less oriented
towards it this year, she also says
that submitting seminar class essays
is a good way "to make all your hard
work pay off." And when she'says
pay off, she means it. That's right,
every published student willbe given
twenty five dollars.
This news will probably make the
upper-clas- s
students groan even
more. "What about us," they'll cry
in unison. Well, good news- - Year
One is a student run magazine so it
provides great publication experience for its staff members. That's
why Kristen Demaline '98 joined
first-yea- rs

of

"my ninth grade

store

.

the committee. She says, "It'sagood
way to gain publication experience.''
See. what did I tell you? Grace also
supports this, saying that Year One
lets students get involved in a large
part of the editorializin g process.

submit your work
to Year One. Berry and the rest of
her staff wifl be very appreciative of
any submissions. The deadline's
February first, and publication will
occur sometime in April. And remember APATHY IS VERY BAD.
So,

first-year-

s,

inayear. Somewhere around

here, maybe in another small city."
Both Hoags say that, so far. business has been booming, and the

bustlecthecaedbesn'tcontiadict

this. Even at eight in the morning,
business is steady. Businesswomen

in skirts order their lunch for the
day and an elderly couple has come
out for breakfast. There is a man in
the corner sporting a cowboy hat
and suede loafers.
Says David, "We opened DecemBy the beginber twenty-eightning of January, it just went nuts."
His life has been changed by the
enterprise, as his schedule shows.
"I go to bed at eight, then get up at
four. I used to be a night owl," he
laughs, "This is one of the hardest
things I've ever done, but it's just
so rewarding.''
Adds his wife, "It's a learning
h.

experience." The Hoags seem to be
learning fast, as Woogels' financial
success indicates. It is conceivable
that they wiU have that second shop
within the year, and the yummy
taste of Woogels' bagels will soon
be able to sate another city's bagel
craze. As for now. only those lucky
enough to live in Wooster can enjoy the shop's unique atmosphere
and good tastes. So enjoy it. Not
everyone is so privileged.
WoogeFs Fresh Bagels and Deli
117 W.Liberty Street,

is located

near Freedlander Department
Store. It is open weekdays 6--3 and
Call
weekends 6X0-2- .
additional
information.
for
26-BA-G-

EL

-- r
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Selected Cinematic MomeiitsMf 995
A

of the most gloriously

review

semi-cohesi- ve

KOK MAN GOH

disfunction. Overlaying an apocalyptic AIDS
metaphor and driven by the gripping
uncertainty of Carol White (Julianne
MooreX the' film as well quite effectively
ridicules suburban beigeness and foolish
Endlessly distressing. '

alien-aborra- nd

i

--

flr

all good entertainment papers; we have

nwvieroond-c- p.
Lraliie other
here a year-en- d
good entertainment papers, (bis one's not even
close to being comprehensive, and to be sure,
didn't try. These are films which aside firom
being ones I managed to catch proved memog.
and elicited some
rable,
wonderment, even if they weren't always veritable classics. La no real order
thOTght-provokin-

Exotica
The scene of the year in the movie of the
year has stripper Christina (Mia Kirshner) in
the dob bearing the movie s

title.

Big-haire- d,

well-endow-

-

new-age- rs.

The Doom Generation
Subtiued"a heterosexual rnovie," innocence

in excess particularizes rebel queer funboy
Gregg Arakfs latest venture. The film follows three teens along a roadtrip where hell
meets something sexual. Especially intriguing is Amy (Rose McGowan), a sort of
cluelessly conscientious fgnywtimwif-p- f frrh
valley girl and Goth

ed

women in pasties filter oat of the picture, and
Christina in white
downs, plaid skin, and a tie,
looking of age, out just barely.

"So what does give a
schoolgirl her
special innocence?"

chick. Punctuated
readily by scenes of
exaggerated violence
andcomic-bookfar-

ce

we initially feel rathe

satisfied, knowing

comes on. Stomping techno is replaced by the
perpetually despondent Leonard Cohen's
Knows," and we feel like we're treading, unwanted, on the unmentioned fantasies
of men. Atom Egoyan continues a voyeuristic
preoccupation with this intense tale of lust and
lost krre. The fiira itself unravelj like a striptease, showing bit by bit, whiie all along new
questions, new fantasies, arise. So what does
give a schoolgirl her "special innccence7
"Ev-erybo-

dy

that we're hip enou gh not to be shocked by the
that). Then,
violence (very Tarantino-esqu- e,
the film climaxes in death, mutilation,
and a recitation of the Pledge of
Allegiance. Our coolfaraescrumble,and we're
flag-burni-

ng,

ra
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sicaL and perhaps less contained, than earlier

works such as Trust, but funny, sexy, and
alternately joyous and poignant.
The Incredibly True Adventure cfTwo Girls
in Love
A classic girl meets girL girl battles initial
confusion and later realization, girls fall in
love tale. Effortlessly sweet, lovably cheesy.
though clumsily funny, this is what John
Hughes would have done if be had guts. While
other lesbian-orientmovies have been
bogged down in stilled mteUectualism (Go
Fish) or hijacked by manic pseuoo-femini- st
serial killing (most others). Two Girls in Love--.
duected by Maria MaggentL shines in its own
its simplicity and
nomrmif al
naivete. Scenes of friends disapproval,
mother's discovery, and first kisses are rendered, from the correct perspective, Le. of a
high school girL quite convincingly, if not realistically, mrm mating in
one of the more ridiculously overblown finales.
ed

far-fetchedn- ess,

just-awaken- ed

-

i

12 MONKEYS
An Artful and Creepy
Vision of the World 2000
hobbled by predictably
smarmy love affair
FILM REVIEW
JULIE OLTVERIO

-

" There have been many apocalyptic films
made throughout our times; films which
chronicle the end of civili7arion as weknow it.
that warn the reckless human race of the fruits
Qfjheir fleeting mari&12 Monkeys jmfcxta-netdis another of these. Directed by Terry
G21ium,i2Af0iJbrr is the story of the future.
It is 2036, and the small population of humans
surviving the great plague of 1996 has gone
underground, and the animal kingdom again
rules the topside of the earth. Cole (Bruce
Willis), a convict of the new civilization, is
y.

fWith an intriguing start, it
rolls into a predictable and
at times groaninp trip

Kids

At once hamstrung and aided by absurd
overtyping, this film was destined for critical
truly alarmed, scared. The almost tender ending diss- - xjintment and a certain amount of comthrong'' the brief but
only leaves us further disconcerted.
mercial success. Not quite as seminal,
sickenugly intense affair
unsurprisingly, as its backers would like us
Amateur
between Willis and
believe. Kids nevertheless rambles along its
Long Island wunderkind Hal Hartley brings themes of moral abandon and New York street
his suburban satire to the dank streets of lower kids with a certain improvisations! confidence
Manhattan. "It's an action movie," he's said, on the part of its inexperienced teen actors sent to the surface to gather samples and
Safe
"but it's a Hal Hartley action movie, which (let's just watch Chloe Sevigny grow up and possible clues to the cause of the plague,
Some time ago, Todd Haynes directed Superstar: the Karen Carpenter Story, which means something's wrong." Nothing much take over the world), and, contrary to claims and consequently given the opportunity to
depicted Barbie dolls as victims of anorexia. though. Hartley regulars Elina Lowensohn of truthful documentation, provides a pro- go back to 1990 to investigate, and later
vocative fantasynightmare of disabling dis- prevent h.
It was promptly quashed by the brother Richand Martin Donovan join Breach iconlrabcne
In 1990, Cole is put into an insane asylum,
ard. He then gave us Poison, a cottage of Hnppert as they rush, ceaselessly faltering, solution never to be seriously comprehended,
where
be encounters Kathryn (Madeline
unnerving intensity and technical finesse, into a witty farce otespionage, amnesia and let alone experienced, by most of us. It has
Stowe),
his psychiatrist, and Jeffrey (Brad
r,
clever-clevebeen accused of, amongst other things, glambased in part on the biographical writings of general incompetence. Almost
Pitt),
ward
a
of the asylum, whose father is a
Jean Genet. He widens his wake of but the assurance of the cast, as they fire off orizing underage sex and senseless violence.
winning scientist of medicine.
Nobel
prize
-g
misonoerstand-intelling
as
A
quintessential
Hartley
observation:
altercation
headed
rapid
pervasive
an
and
I
dironceiubn
out the
with this summer's Safe. Spotlighting die dialogue, lands this one with admirable ease. Angelika Theater in Greenwich Village, a Willis is given a second chance at his task.
though, and is sent forward m time to 1996,
en yirriunental illness often iernxd"20thCen-tor- y Hnppert, in particular, takes to her
bunch of kids ran by, hopping onto
Disease" (caused by the myriad of chemicharacter quite literally and with boards with inappropriate revelry, obviously shortly before the plague hits. To get help in
cals in the air). Haynes takes a subject of shivery stoicism. Hartley's
having enjoyed the film, and generally turning his quest. Cole kidnaps Kathryn, who is all the
relative obscurity and nn glamor and weaves
is again rendered with a paradoxical what had been Kf
back into a scary while playing the reasonable, unbelieving
skeptic. She quite predictably has a change of
ingeniously disturbing insight into societal tnxtosta leu tent. AEtac more staisuuck,whim- - sort of life.
heart, believes Cole's story and subsequently
falls in love with nrm, making his mission her
own. Meanwhile Jeffrey's father has gotten
him out of the asylum,and Jeffrey has founded
The Army of the 12 Monkeys, a radical animal rights activist groups, at the rcot of wluch
may or may not lie the secret of the great
Meet The Real You is somewhat of a concept tional musical experience. The album was plague.
ALBUM REVIEW- tv
The acting and filming of the movie proved
album dealing particularly with issues that are produced by Brad Wood who' has worked
with such legends as Liz Phair. Veruca Salt, to be quite impressive, with haunting flash
relevant to the adolescent years. Noise AdALLE PARKER
dict, however, successfully expands the and Sunny Day Real Estate. His genius is back scenes from Cole's childhood, and artful
Do ypq remember when MTV first came usual themes of hormonal overcharge and evident throughout the entire project as the and creepy visions of the world in the 2000s
out? It was sometime in the mid 8G's when I first love to include poignant commentary detached vocals get lost amidst a swirl of with its animals fooming ominously. For all
guitar and aimless backbeats. .This formula is its artful scenes, though, the plot ofthefihn.
first took notice because I had to wait for my on life and the music industry.
exemplified in the album's final cut, "Exor- does not pan out. With an intriguing start, it
Cuts like the forty-tw- o
parents to get cable. Anyway, one of my first
second "ContracMTV memories is of the sun glistening off of tual Obligation" sum up the band's lacks- -' cism Baby." In this gem of a pop classic, rolls into a predictable and at times groaning
dai&ical attitude towards the music indusPeter Garrett's head in some nameless Middistorted guitar screams and wails its way into trip through the brief but SKkenmgry intense
night Oil video. Remember Midnight OiL try. While the laid back "Boyfriendship,"
a delightful melody built aroundjangly guitar affair between Willis and Stowe. - The movie
does have its redeemers, though, speci fically
they were that Australian alternative band that which features acoustic guitar and a subtle and passionate lyrics.
You
U2.
line,
the end, which produces a surprising twist of
before
being
emphasizes
bass
the
downside
MeetThe
in
Real
ultimate
Aussie
the
of
a
"JiP
Tme
Anyway, my thonghts recently returned to a loser who has no social skills but yet is rock. The production is tight and the subject plot and breaks away from the predictable
inwardly beautiful. Somehow I think that matter is poignant. The entire effort proves nature of the rest of thepictnre. While the end
The
Real
the adolescent in all of us can relate to that the notion that music is the modern day poetry may not be the most desirable in terms of the
Addict
theNoise
Meet
album
beard
I
Tom. Noise Addict is Peter Garrett's new theme.
and that we can connect through the tunes. Go
"'
AH in all. Meet The Real To is an excep
, i please see MONKEYS, page 9
buy it."
project and their album is simply excellent

Stowe,"

nun-toms-porn-w- riter

over-the-t-

op

styl-izati-on

e-int-o-art

The Simply Excellent Noise Addict

Meet the Real You faces adolescence, life, and the industry

Tea WoostelVoicb
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Part 9

Am Entotainmxnt

Yanti Arifit's Debut Album

Monlceys

A delicate and raucous blend in Paranoid

continued from page 8

Her songs feature fatty guitar in the
Nirvanaeaque fashion and scream-

ALBUM REVIEW

ing vocals that dissolve into melodies featuring more books than a
fishing trip with Uncle Howie.
CutslikeMSilence"are so delicate
that breathing them might cause
them to fall apart On the other
band, Everybody" features a rau-coblues riff that explodes over a

ALLS PARKER

Female rock has come a long wy
in me past five yean. Tbe eighties
were dominated by a few female
supenrtists men as The Bangles,
Blondie, and Debbie
The
Gibson. Currently, artists like Joan
Osbourne and the
Indigo Girls create a
soulful, grassroots
"Even the babies
music that captivates
dressed up as devils
audiences. On the
Go-Go'- s,

flipsidr.,

us

funky
ihythniand

then
scorches
into

on the cover might
scare some people.

aherna-gi-antslike- PJ

Harvey

and Mary Loo Lords
have pushed the musical envelope in new directions.
m the same vein, Yanti Arifin has
just released her first record on Personal Favorites, Paranoid Sing-Alo1 Few women artists can dewish the tongue in
molish
cheek humor and musical artistry of
this up and coming indie rocker.
ng

ex-lov- ers

1

oblivion.
....The-.hys--

-

musi-- c

a

"

-

terical"Pe-ni- s

Envy" is almost folksy with its
clock
acoustic guitar and tick-toc-k
of a drum part.
Perhaps the album's best cut is the
tightly crafted "Not- This Again."
Mellow guitar riffs repeat and exabandon as
plode into
Arifin wonders if her boyfriend is.
--

-

full-for- ce

Sing-Alon-

g

Teefing like a loser Like a substance abuser." Later she asks him
directly, "Are yon drunk again?"
Such pointed lyrics clearly display
her overt dismay with loser boyfriends who waste her time while

taking her on an emotional

roUereoaster.

Arifin'sangst is even more clearly
defined in the melancholic "Dead
Fry." In mis cut she notices, "Everybody looks ugly," over a plodding, distorted bass line. Later, she
laments the fact that there is a dead
fly in her beer. This clear parallelism makes you wonder why life has
got her so down. It must all go back
to her loseralcoholic boyfriends.
g
is not an
Paranoid
album for everybody. Some of the
subject matter is touchy, and the
songs are not all ones youH find on
Top 40 radio. Even the babies
dressed up as devils on the covert
might scare some people away.
Don't be daunted however. This is
one album that will reward you.
Sing-Alon-

SAB
BOX

fates of its character its merit lies
in the fact that it is not the happy
characteristic of
healthy wrap-u-p
many suspense and drama fiini
While the film didn't turn out to
be the most engaging, in doing follow up work for this article, I did
run across a very interesting web
site based on the film, and created
by Universal Pictures. Located at

Welcome back and HAPPY
NEW YEAR from your SAB
friends!!

SATURDAY, JANUARY

http:www.mca.com

20.Hmmmm... interesting
enough! Join us in Mateer
auditorium for Dead Presidents, showing at 7:30 and
10:00 P.M. Admission is just
abuck.hey, think of it as doing your little part to help balance the budged "Also; geVob

universaLpictures12mdexJitml,
the site allows its visitors to enter
the world of 12 Monkeys, with interactive sites and sounds, and a mystery to be solved.
Filled with actual movie footage

andieaturing the film's characters,
the site is a challenging and intriguing look at where society could be
moving, and itis without the preaching, overdone dramatics of the film.
It is a must-se- e for people interested
: in the apocalypse or ideas behind
the film, and it is unfortunate that
the same cannot be said of the movie
itself.

down to the Underground!!
Back by popular demand, it's

the Wild Video Dance
Party!!!!! Bring your friends
for a blast!!! "Admission is
$.75, and the fun begins at
10:00.

SUNDAY,
JANUARY
21 Checkout theJane Austen
classic Pride and Prejudice in
Mateer! As always, admission is absolutely free!

Hi

--

nun mem
AfW "I

T

MONDAY, JANUARY 22
and TUESDAY, JANUARY
23 Sign up for cool Sidekicks
classes in Lowry Center

1

f
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Great Food & Ice Cream
1680 Bcall Ave
Hi

7.00

Sun-Thu-rr

i

mm tmtm.
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Information will be

available at the front desk.
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Sat 7:00
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owcrs & Gifts

'V

149 N. Grant St.
Wooster

Bay one
original Sundae,

Any 2

Dinner
Platters

get one

FREE!

voSef feMfe a)sty oOiaw os?c.

j

On ton, an pmt eeuptt

216264-865- 4

p).

As always, you can get updates on events by calling the
SAB Hotline:
X2333!!

(800V726-865- 4

florist
Your
10 student discount on reguhd
priced items picked up or delivered
In Wooster.
We wire flowers all over theworld
AH major credit cards accepted.
all-occasi-

original Sundae

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
24 Janet Jackson stars in Poetic Justice, showing in the
Underground at 8:00 P.M.

Com-Pat-ibl- es

MM.

Buy Any S2.22
Breakfast with 10 oz.
jJuice and .Receive a S2.22
I
Breakfast FREE! I

TMVB.

262-121- 8

p.m4 Fn

m.-HO- O

lobby!!
TAKZ A VKEAK STUOCHr

on

SUITE 275

EZ-CA- RD,

E . HALLANDALE BCH BUVD
33009
HALLANDALE,
FLORIDA

1501

Now you can have two of the most recognized and
and a MasterCard
sa
accepted credit cards In the world-Vibm imi
Ma a wm am wM
ir mjw
" "
credit caww..n your name, bvw
mmm

--

or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
vtqaa mrf Matf"!anie the credit cards vou
leserve and need fo- r- ID BOOKS DEPARTMENT
CREDIT

ENTERTAINM ENT
EMERGENCY CASH TICKETS RESTAURANTS
HOTELS MOTELS CAS CAR RENTALS-REPA-IRS
AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

STORES TUmON

ctA

y-j-

)

fSlJaC?
JSxsSSsS
STt1

No
No
Ko

turn

credit checks!

sccurlt depos,tl

the coupon today
credit cards are waiting!
Semd

Your

downs!

watVlSAMASTERCARD
IKS
Cards approvrd Immediately. 100
I

Credit

OUAHAMTEEDI

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY
STUDENT? Yes

STATE
No

S-S-

ZIP

5

SIGNATURE
NOTE:

MaslfiCaid la
Visa la a

Kjttslercd Irodemaifc tt MasteiOud Internal total Ur
ef VISA USA. Inc. and VISA InfcrmOooal

irgMrref trademifc

.
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Bobbing Along the Bottom of the Beautiful Briny Sea Indoor Track
Lady Scots win, men lose, after returning from Florida training trip

"Going through those hard workouts everyday helped as to bond as
This year, the test of endurance a team."
for The College ofWoosters swim- . By swimming two practices a dajL
ming leaou doing their annual train- i5 while in Florida, the swimmers laid
ing trip to Fon Iuderdak and o. a solid foundation for the end of the
Fix, wasn't just bead coach season.
Keith Beckett's exhausting work-out- s.
"We had an extremely successful
CINDY JAR VIS

Or-land-

training trip despite the cold

The unseasonably cold weather

wis also a bade.

The Scot and Lady Scot swimmers began their day al 6 am, diving
into icy cold water to spend two fun
filled hours swimming back and
forth and back and forth. It did
warm up a little for their second
practice at noon. The training trip in
Florida wasn't all bad though. J.
"We all spent a lot of time together," said Jen Urbanski '98.

weather," com mcntrd Beckett. The
swimmers are well prepared for the
rest of the 168300."
But thatfonrtrtarion paid dividends
earlier than expected during a dual
meet with Oberlin last Friday afternoon. The Lady Scots improved
with a convincing
their record to
t
173-5- 8
victory, while the Scots
short, loosing to the Yeomen
116-11-4
and dropping their record
3-- 0

.

fell-jus-

A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault For

Hygda
Kaukc31
Gaolt Alumni

Marian Cropp
Richard Flgge
Heather

Kank233

PaaFrese
Mary Young

19
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x-21-

64

x-23-

Kaokc7
KaakcS
Kaake 132

Fttx-GIbb- oa

z-23-

x-25-

Sodent may also contact the College counselors at

x-23-

71

x-22-

54

x-23-

47

x-25-

2.-06J9,-a-

nd

2.-07.7-5,

The Stieglitz Memorial Lecture,
"Education and Cultural Issues:
A Contemporary Social Science
Perspective," given by James

of the Ameri-

tion.

of the clergy. To report an assault, con tact the Wooster City Police at
(emergencies) or
or Security at
264-333- 3,

200-yar-

can Anthropological Associa-

or members
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for Woosters women. The coaching staff approached this meet won
a minimal amount of concern," remarked Beckett. "We just wanted to
see bow people were going to per--'
form at this point in the season."
The Lady Scots won all but two
events, and swept four events, taking first, second and third in the
d
freestyle, 50 freestyle, 200
butterfly, and 100 freestyle.
Stephanie MacMillan 99, Peggy
Teale96,andLaura Dunn 99 swept
the 200 freestyle, placing Erst, second, and third, with times of 2&X05,
respectively.
Heather Gleason led the way to victory in the 50 freestyle (27.08), fol- -

Peacock, President

07

x-23-

lisle rests

PLAN ON
ATTENDING:

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM

Nancy Anderson
Susan Clayton

2-- l.

Oberlin offered

90

9-9- 11

Wfehart Hafl, Lean Lecrare
Room, 7:30pjs. on Tnesday,
January 23.
Sponsored by the Stieglitz Memorial Fund and CEC

lowed by Robin Oswald '97 in sec-o-

the 200 butterfly, Carrie Sergi 97
took first (22064). with Urbanski
in second (222L52). andJen Hudson
96 in third (229.24). Teak won
the 100 freestyle followed by
Heather VanAlmen 99, who placed
second (59.12). and Oswald, who
placed third (1:00.94).
Other first place finishes were
turned m by Debbie King 96, who
was victorious in the 200 individual

medley
BochmueDer

(2:16.69);
Karen
'97, who won the 200

backstroke (221.18); Jenny Diehl
'99, who placed first-ithe 500
freestyle (5:31.53); and senior Liz
Helstein, who posted victories on
divboth the one-- and three-met- er
ing boards, wuh scores of 2 12 and
2765, respectively.
In contrast, tt was a very intense
meet for Wooster's men and was
decided in the final relay.
"Although we were disappointed
with the loss, it was an excellent
meet." said Beckett. "We are look
ing forward to seeing what happens
at the North Coast Athletic Conference Championship Meet in Febru-arn

y.

Outstanding swims came from
Ben Chalot 98 and Kris Marx 97.
who finished first(l:49.19) and second (1:49.96) respectively, in the
200 freestyle. In addition, Marr
won the 500 freestyle (5.023); senior Derek Longbrake came from
behind to place first in the 200 butterfly (2:04.09); and junior Eric
Haschke won the one-- and three-metdiving, with a scores of 230.65
and 257.1, respectively. The Scots
also placed second and third in
diving, with Tony Panigutn'
97 making his diving debut, placing second with 176.20 points, and
Kerry Riley '97 taking third with
146.00 points.
The most exciting event of the
meet was the final event, the 400
freestyle relay. This was the decid-in- g
factor in the meet, with the Scots
needing a first and third place finish
to win. Unfortunately, the Scots fell
short, but the race was exciting nevertheless. The team of Marr, Andrew Wunderley "97, Chalot, and
Dan Parker '98 swimming the anchor leg came from behind to take
first place with a time of 3:17.81.
Wooster's second relay was
touched out,enabimg Oberlin
to escape with the vicsory.
"It would have been nice to win
this meet." commented
Dot
losing really got fired-a-p to make
sore we beat Oberlia at the NCAC
Conference Meet in February ."
Today, the Scots and Lady Scots
towel to Berea to take on Baldwin-WaCaceatJpra. Then they are at
er
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Teams Open
Up Next
Weekend

NEWSSERVICES
The College of Wooster's track
teams will open the 1996 season
Friday (Jan. 19) at Baldwin-Wallac- e.
The Scots have high expectations
and are shooting to finish in the top
three of the North Coast Athletic
Conference after placing fourth a
year ago. r
Although Wooster's men lost two
All-NCA-

runners in Pieter

C

Salyerda and Alan. Schwartz, the
Scots return three
performers, led by senior Sky Green
(Pasadena, CalifJohn Muir), who
was named NCAC Field Athlete of
the Year after capturing first place
in both the long jump (221 25)
and the triplejump(44'2'0 last year.
Another returning
performer is sophomore Tony Kauke
(Martinez, CalifAIhambra), who
captured first place in the
run at last year's NCAC Meet with
a career-be- st
time of 1:59.96.
Also back is sophomore Damian
Do Hard (Portage. MichVCulver
Academy), whojust missed earning
all-confere-

nce

aU-cccfere-

nce

800-met-

All-NC-

er

honors.

AC

Meanwhile, the Lady Scots hope
to improve upon last year's showing at the NCAC Championship

Meet
Heading the list of returnees are
senior Melia Arnold (Arlington, Va7
Washington-Lee- ),
junior Michelle
Poole (Fairport, N.Yairport) and
sophomore Melissa Eging (Parma
Padua Franciscan). Arnold finished

second m the

55-met-

hurdles (9.09)

er

last year, giving her two second-plac-e
finishes and a first-plashowing m mis eventouring her career at
the NCAC Meet. Poole finished
third in both the 800-- (225.67) and
1500-metrun (4:55 S) and was a
member of the 4x400-metrelay
team that captured first at last year's
conference meet. Eging took third
in the
dash (7.7 1) and was
a member of the 4x200-metrelay
team that finished fifth at the NCAC
Meet a year ago.
Following this weekend's meet.
the Scots and Lady Scots will com
pete in the NCAC Relays.
ce

er

er

55-me- ter

er

Seniors and
Sophomores!!
There arc SOA seats open.
If you are interested in
serving on tbe senate, send
a letter of intent to Jon
Sdxz
by Friday,
126. Qoestioni? Gall the
SOA Office
,
C-31-88

x-27-73

Jary

196
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After Streak
continued from pegs 12
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stress-fractur-

The SccofMxhed the first half
traSing 33-2- 7 oa 32 field goal
shooting. Dcnlarai, afier starting
alow, had finished the first half
shoodns 52 fitora the floor while -connecting on 40 of three point
shots. Ia the first half six players
scored for the Scots, bot the scoring .
was primarily by ' freshman Phil
Yontz (11 points in Ihe first half)
sxkI junior RowFemandez (6 first
half points) and seniorLamontParis
(5 first half points).'
The second half saw the Big Red aa anani
IL) WV
jampots to 10 point lead, 37-2J
M
TheScots tried to stay hi the game k
fighting back from this deficit to tie
the score with justovcr five minutes
to go in the game. However, it
wr r
appeared the Scots used an of their
energy 10 tk fix game as they qoiczdy
formd rhcmsrlyesdowneiglttpoints
in just about a minute and a half.
Denison widened their lead to as
much as eleven points before
Womasr made one' final charge.
Trailing 67-3-6 wim 1:49 togom the Women's basketball fet action
gameJariaJferaandea,GregMonia
.andDaraonRofchaar96anhit improve. WhMwerelookingfbris
treys along with two free throws by to learn from what happened at
Morris and another Paris to trail ' Denison and bffflflw a better team
by two points, 72-7-0 with seven asaresun."
Coach Moore believes that the
seconds to go. Wooster fooled
Denison's Brian Malinowsld but he team'stoughest challengeso farthis
season has been defending a lot of
hit both free throws to seal the vicexcellent shooters. He has turned 10
tory for the Big Red, 74-4In the game the Scots shot only Paris to shut down these shooters
35 from the floor as compared to and he has responded. Meanwhile,
Rothhaar has given Paris rest by
Denison's 51 field goal percentage rnrtorting 5 for 10 from three coming off the bench in support.
The Scots are currently second m
point land, For the Scots. Yontz led
trailing
theNCACwima6-2record
the team with 20 points followed by
8--1
AlWittenberg.
of
record
the
16
and Paris and
Fernandez with
WestCase
and
legheny,
Denison.
11.
with
Morris
Afchocgh disappointed with the ern Reserve are an tied for third m
kn.Moorecommenied.'T think its the conference with 3 records.
been a good season for ns so far. Kenyon is surprisingly in sixth place
We've shown Improvement as a with a 4--5 conference record with
team, many of our players have Ohio Wesleyan, Barlham. and
shown improvement. We're just Oberlin rounding out the rest of the
approaching the philosophy as to NCAC
The Scots face lough NCAC rival
approachooegameatatiffle. Try 10
improve each game out. Try to Barlham oa Saturday. "They.
Eariham have Jasop Johnsorvwhot,
improve each day in practice. I
et
stia-gbetter; even is an outstanding guard; He'stight
think we can
though we're past she half way point up mere in leaders in mostcategor
in the aeason, I think we can std ties in conference statistics. When
am

x-ra- ys

r.

11

r,

jf

w

7.

0.

"

phoobyZACHAB.YSCHWlNO

towards the need for others to
np to fin the gap she leaves
step
we played mem the first time,'
Also key forme Scots' sucbehind.
Lamont Paris did a good job on him
final stretch of the aeason
cess
the
in
had 19 pointa. - It'a a
and il
says
win
be effective couununi-catio- n
she
Lamont is really,
tough match-u- p.
leadership
by aertiors Jan
and
going tobaveabigdiallenge guardSuzy Sipes. '
Thompson
and
ing him Saturday," commented
For Lisa First, the focus is no
Moore on this weekend's match-ulonger
basketball.it is now "to take
After Saturday.the Scots will face
advantage
of the situation and conAllegheny on Wednesday and
centrate 00 graduating with honWitteiuthefbllowirigSaturd.
ors." That is the silver lining in HT
Bom of these games should be chalaccording to hen "It's the only
lenges for the Scots who defeated this,
way
I can look at it"
Allegheny 79-6- 1 earlier this season,
47-6but lost to Wittenberg
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Despite a poor defensive effort
Wooster held on tome 76-7-1 shootout victory.
Grove City brought the Ladies
back to ground on Monday, holding
the Scots to46 points on 35 shooting from the field. Despite some
aound defense of their own Wooster
Not lobe
lost on the road 48-4- 6.
deterred, the Lady Scots rallied on
Wednesday.acormg40pointsinthe
second half against The Big Red of
Denison. TeomUe Turner 9 came
off the bench to hit for a career high
19 in ctfsetting off a 31 point effort
by Big Red superstar Allison
shootMcCombe. Team
ing sealed the victory, as Wooster
shot a blistering 84 in the second
half.
This week will be an important
one in the NCAC. as the! adics host
conference rivals Eariham Saturday
and Allegheny next Wednesday.
Victories in each of these games
would raise the Scots to .500 for the
first time this aeason. More impor-tand- y
they can improve on
4--4
conference record. It
appears that women's basketball
appears to have its biggest opportn-nit- y
to achieve greatness in a year in
which two star players are out and
freshmen are all over the roster.
This may be only a sight into the
future, bmkisdefirutelyawelcome
free-thro- w

then-curre- nt

Come to the Goliard's

-- Poetry

Men's Basketball
(13-- 3,

NCAC 6--

Women's Basketban ;
(7-- 9.

NCAC 4--

4)

Reading

2)

Wooster 88. Oberlin 47
Denison 74, Wooster 70
?

ri

Special guest:
Major Ragain

.

:

Wooster 77, Oberha 40
Wooster 76, Thomas Mart
Grove dry 48, Wooster 46, Wooster 68, Denison 5T

Bring something to. share,
something to submit to the Goliard,
or just come and listen
.

Men's Swimming and Diving"
Oberlin llWoosttrJW ,
.

BJdg,

Montague led the way, each contributing 19 points. The Lady Scots
shot a sizzling 55 from the field in
the first twenty minutes and led by
The second half was
ten at 40-3taken over by Sipes and Montague,
as the dynamic duo scored twelve of
the team's final fourteen points.

r.

--

BJU

continued from page 12
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Teach English in
Positions wnSUtiM
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es.
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ttwldwauijr

asa;
t)ne hard knock cc

have shatsays
her right
them,"
she
of
tered
and left fibulas, both affected with
The fibula is the
small bone at the rear of the tower
shin, and a clean break menher of
them would have been much worse.
' Aside-froshin splints earlier
this year, this is the fim real injury
. she has encountered. Her basket-ba- n
career began on the courts of a
Doylestown, Ohio junior high and
her natural talent and ability led to
courtship by regional division one
schools. First,atransfer from Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore,
on
admits the news from the
Tuesday was disappointing. "An
my family would have come to see
my last game," she smiles ruefully.
However, although there is sadness, there is no ambiguity. She
makes it clear that her basketball
days are over. "I was a student
athlete, now mjust a student," she
says firmly. She win continue to sit
with the team during the games and
provide the cinrhtisiastic spark of
leadership that has been so characteristic all year long, but now as a
fan, not as a player.
There's thirty minutes a game I
-

,

rhoreiiaiatkais. pretty com afrntly.
We just need lo respond after last
sibta. tods bsck sod jc&csdy (0

toptdsiM beaefia

Lady Scots
Persevere

FIRST

Scots Falter

Wom's.Srummiind
DfVmg""""

Wooster 173. Oberiin 58

JS3SS0L VOKS STAFF'

I

as ..Pririav Januarv 26
8SD0

in Lowry 119
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Lady Scots Strive Under Adversity
Women 's basketball roll on despite losing Firstfor season
JAMES KOLLER
The Wooster women received in
unkindly Christmas present when
star player Lisa First's 96 basketball career was prematurely ended
due to injury (see accompanying
ankle). However the team has rebounded to win 5 of their past 7

Friday, January 19, 1996

BigRedEnd Nan Nichols
Fighting

to be:

Scots Seven
GameWin

Honored
Tomorrow

Streak

since the news.
First called it quits after an injury
filled semester.cn lm mating in learn-in-g
she had
of the
fibula in boch of tier legs. - After
dealing with shin splints all season.
First opted lo allow her leg the mandatory 8 week rest for a full recov-

mf

LUKEZANNONI

Wooster loses
close game 4
70-7-

toDenison

stress-fractur- es
--

LUKEZANNONI

6--

ery. "The only cure," explained
Coach Roxanne Allen, "is to take

her off her feet."
Watching the game from a fan's
perspective has benefited First. "I
see a lot more as far as what is going
on the court." And she has liked
what she has seen lately. Over Winter Break and continuing into the
second semester the team has
stepped up 10 fill the void left by the
departure of First. As Alien put it.
"We've played modi better in &e
second ttmcjtcT." Starting on December 29, the Lady Scots have
been on a stretch in which they have
early recovered from an abysmal
2--7
start.
fkM bf ZACBA&Y 3CHWDK3
On the 29th ofDecember the Scots
Scots
Lady
anticipates
times
hidrrrball
hard
went to Hiram andsrunned the home
crowd 66-5That was just the
beginning as the biggest wia of the
year to date occurred on January 5
against Kenyon. In front ofa home
crowd for the first time in 27 days,
LUCXEN HOLMES
senior guard Lisa First. the Scots defeated the previously 9--4
With twelve games to go at the
Kenyon squad. Forward Katie
For those of yoo who kept putseason. First unwittingly played
Montague 99 scored a season high
ting off going to see a women's her last game away against
21 points, including 9 from the
Nukrfrall game here on campus, Ohio Wesleyan. She confesses to
foul line. Scot pressure defense
you have officially missed out.
held Kenyon to a miserly 1 6 shootWith a conference record of 4--4
career
the last game in her
ing m the first half en route to a 24-1-1
(7-- 8 overall), the Lady Scon are
was now history, but candidly adlead. The second half was tense
still very much in the thick of mits learning of the injury that is to
as Wooster held off a resurgent hot
yvViifift her from all
things and find themselves in deac
shooting performance by Kenyon,
cent position to go to me NCAC tivities forsix to eight weeks
which tipped its shooting percentTournament. But they are going
However
age to
three
please see FZSST, page 1 1
to have to do that without star
point shooting doomed Kenyon
when they needed a critical shot.
The final tally was 59-5-0 in favor of minute span in which the Scots could led 40-2- 1 at the half and never let
the Scots.
only manage a First
up, en route to a 77-4-0 thrashing of
Ohio Wesleyan temporarily de- They got no closer than five points Oberlin. The fireworks were not
tailed the Scot victory train on Januthe rest of the way. This game was over however.as Thomas More visary 6, rallying from a 32-3-0
followed by the biggest offensive ited January 13. Suzy Sipes96snd
to win 69-6-2 at home. explosion of the"yearr"with twelve
please aee LADY, page 11
The key was a 12--1 run over a six Scots scoring on January 10. They
5.

First Out for Season

8--

ten-ye- ar

fotf

53.

1-- 15

free-thro-

half-time'defj-

eit

w.

How easiry a streak can start. How
easily a streak can end. After winning seven consecutive games dating back to December 21, the
Wooster Fighting Scots lost a close
match to Denison, 70-7- 4, Wednesday night. "We had a disappointing
lost--, last night rWednesdayl to
Ierrison,"com mentcd Coach Moore
The seven game winning streak
began after the loss to Wiaenberg
on December 9. The snrak uaitrxl
with the winning of the Mm! ingunt
Tournament by drfrating Makne
72-6- 6
and Muskingum 64-5-7.
The
Scots followed these victories wish
wins over Dickinson (86-3and
Mount Union (56-5on their way
to winning the Mose Bole Classic.
An away wm against tough NCAC
opponent Kenyon (62-5was fol
lowed by home wins against Ohio
Wesleyan (649) and Oberlin (88-4before the loss to Denison.
Coach Moore summarized the
Denison game by stating,"Well we
bad a 16-- 8 lead n the first hatf.
Denison only scored six points in
the first ten minutes of the game, in
the next ten minutes they scored 27.
The last 13 tixnes they had the ball in
the first half ihey scored 25 points.
That's two points per posy.ision,
that is not a good defensive rating
for us. That's been a real strongpart
of oar game this year. We had a bad
stretch in there defensively. We lost
some concentrate, gave up some
easy basketsthat was akey part of
the game. We didn't shoot the ball
particularly weQ, but I think: over
the course of the season we nave
shc the baH m tight games. We've
Jumped up and made our shots in
please see SCOTS, page 11
1)

1)

6)

7)

Tomorrow, Nan Nichols will be
honored during halftime of the Lady
Scots basketball game against
Farlham. Nichols, who announced
her retiremem.from Wooster last
summer, was "a longtime mentor
for many students" according to
Wooster's women's athletic director, Brenda Meese.
Nichols, a 1961 graduate of Butler University, spent .a few years
teaching at the College of Wooster
before returning to school to earn a
graduate degree in education from
Bowling Green State Utdversiry. In
1965rh returned to the College of
Wooster where she would stay until
her retirement this summer. During
that time,Nichols served ax the first
women's athletic director as well as
the fiat women's rawtrrhan and
swimming coach. In 22 years as the
1

piled a

SbttaCtbttuCOnaCeSl)CCOn
record while win--

186-13-1

and two NCAA appearances. Her
seven years as women s swimming
coach led to a 70--8 record.
against
The Lady Scots tip-oEarihamat lpm. Nan Nichols win
be honored at halftime of that game
along with the announcement of the
new four team Nan Nichols Tourna-me- nt
to begm next November. Between the women's game and the
men's game there will be a recep
tion for Nan Nichols held in the
gym and open to all
itiTViift ynri faculty.
Compiled from information pro
vided by News Services.
ff

multi-purpo- se

SPORTS FANS AND
WRITERS!

The sports section is currently
looking for a writer to cover
indoor track events. Knowledge of track desirside, but not
wholly required.
Contact editor Luke Zannoni
atx-3656,C-3-

091

